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professional experience Education and diplomas
2015/2017

Representative of the Austrian Brand Robert La Roche, responsible for the European(Portugal, Spain, United Kingdom,
Netherlands and Belgium) and International market’s(Australia and China). Also responsible for the company’s Social
Media (Facebook and Instagram).
. Author of the proposal for the rehabilitation of “Casa AR”
in Graz, Austria.

2013/2014

Author of the proposal for the interior design for the offices
for the French mobile phone company Alcatel in Shenzhen,
China.
. Senior architect in the interior department of BLVD company, Shenzhen-China. (Responsible for spatial concept and
planning for different interior designs for Hyatt chain hotels).
. Co-author of the project for the proposal of residential
buildings in Viana do Castelo, Portugal
.Interior design for a franchising shop for a high fashion
Spanish brand

2012

3D Sketch up Course in Barcelonea.

2009/2012

Architect collaborator in different events and architecture
workshops for children with Arquikids in Barcelona, Spain.

2011

Production and sponsorships assistant for the international
festival of architecture Eme3 in Barcelona, Spain.

2010

Architect collaborator in several projects of exhibitions and
architecture with the studio Ventura Llimona de Olot, Spain.
. Author of the proposal for rehabilitation of the “Casa AO”
in Gondomar, Portugal.

2011

Coaching Course at Foment in Barcelona, Spain.

2010

Window design Course at Best Formació in Barcelona,
Spain.

2008/2009

Author of the rehabilitation of the “Casa Fivi” in Vila Nova
de Cerveira, Portugal.

2007/2009

Art director assistant of Ana Alvargonzalez in the films:
“Les derniers jours del monde” by Jean Marie and Arnaud
Larrieu, “Eloíse in Paris” by Charles Sayer and “El juego del
ahorcado” by Manuel Gómez Pereira and for different TV
commercials in Barcelona, Spain.

2007

Master of Art, Architecture and ephemeral spaces at the
Universitat Politécnica da Catalunya in Barcelona, Spain.

2007/2008

Architect collaborator in several projects of exhibitions
and architecture with the studio Laia Escribá in Barcelona,
Spain.

2006/2008

Assistant to the stage designer Joan Galí in the works:
“True West” by Sam Shepard and “El Lleig” by Marius Von
Mayenburg in Barcelona, Spain.

2006

International Seminar in Architecture in Barcelona, Spain.
Lighting design for shows Course at Artixoc in Barcelona,
Spain.

2006

Author of the stand “Pistolina” at the Bread and Butter fair
in Barcelona, Spain.

2005

Collaboration with Adrian Smith for the Event “Hello!”Laureus W.S. Awards in Barcelona,Spain.

2001/2005

Collaborating architect in several architecture and urbanism
projects with RCR Aranda Pigem i Vilalat arquitectes (Priztker 2017) studio in Olot, Spain.

2001

Architecture Course at the Lusíada’s University in Oporto,
Portugal.

centres d’interets

competences languages

Travel
Music
Photography
Design
Exhibitions
Cinema
Theatre
Fashion design
Karaoke

English
Spanish
French
Portuguese

competences INFORMATIQUE
3D Sketchup
Autocad
Suite Adobe
Pack office
Microsoft Project
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Index

2001-2015

Urban Planing

02
Urban planing
2001-2015

Concept
1. establish links between the existing equipment of the
old park with the new equipment proposed, such as the
athletics track and the new pool building.
2. create a series of tracking circuit paths between the
natural park and the city center of taradell.

model

(project developed as an architect collaborator for
RCR arquitectes (pritzker 2017) and cosntructed in
2008-10)

general plan

longitudinal section

2001-02
Urban planing. Parc desportivo de taradell, girona . Spain
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Urban planing
2001-2015

Concept
1. to solve the problem of the urban disconection of
this area of Barcelona by trying to create attractive
zones to stay.
2. create a series of tracking circuit paths between the
natural beach and the city and also sportif zones to support the paseo maritimo.

3D perspectives

(project developed as an architect collaborator for
RCR arquitectes (pritzker 2017)

general plan

elevation

transversal section

2002
Urban planing. forum 2014-paseo maritimo de marbella. barcelona. Spain
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Urban planing
2001-2015

panoramic view- construction site

Concept
1. to create a green space at the entrance of the
city of Begur.
2. create a public building desing for the younger and older community.
3. create different gardens with several and
different vegetal species.
(project developed as an architect collaborator for
RCR arquitectes (pritzker 2017) and cosntructed in
2003-04)

general plan

entrance of the parking

2003-04
Urban planing. Parc de la arboreda, begur, girona . Spain

public service building

detail of the park
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Urban planing
2001-2015

firalet - overview

detail of the lightining

firalet - 1st phase constructed

Concept
1. to create the feeling of different layers that are
descendending from the volcan.
2. create new areas for kids and new urban furniture
capable to support the demanding of the city.
(project developed as an architect collaborator for
RCR arquitectes (pritzker 2017) and cosntructed in
2010-12)

general plan

sketch

3D Perspective - overview of the project

2002
Urban planing. forum 2014-paseo maritimo de marbella. barcelona. Spain

06
Urban planing
2001-2015

Architecture
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Index

2001-2015

interior terrace

glass structure

interio glass room

longitudinal section
Concept
1. create an intimate ambient with a glass
structure.
2. create adifferent sensacion of intimacy
exposing the clients to different space
create with different materials: water,
stone and green.
3. create private patio´s and terraces for
each room.
(project developed as an architect collaborator for RCR arquitectes (pritzker 2017)
and cosntructed in 2003-04)
general plan

general plan

toilet

2002-03
architecture. pavellones les cols. olot. Spain

longitudinal section
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Architecture
2001-2015

elevation

longitudinal section

sketches

1st floor plan

Concept
1. create an game of colors of the dinstinctive
volumes.
2. create an interior patio/terrace for the
playground that can comunicate directiy with the
classroom.
3. create a distinticve relation between with interior and exterior.
(project developed as an architect collaborator for
RCR arquitectes (pritzker 2017) and cosntructed in
2003 -04)
general plan

interior courtyard by night

2003-04
Architecture. guarderia de manlleu.girona. Spain

detail fence

interior courtyard by day
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Architecture
2001-2015

Concept
1. create an direct relation between the new volum and
the existing park.
2. create an direct access to the building in a different
level, create a system of ramps.
3. create a distinticve relation between with interior
and exterior.
(project developed as an architect collaborator for RCR
arquitectes (pritzker 2017) and cosntructed in 2008-10)
sketches

general plan

3D Perspective - overview of the project

photo from the main entrance

2002
architecture. Piscina coberta de taradell.osona. Spain
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Architecture
2001-2015

longitudinal section

perspectives
Concept
1. restoration of an old building in the old
city center of Vila nova de Cerveira with
a new and versatile programme.
2. divide the space in 3 zones that can
transform and adapt to the necessities of
the client.
3. develop different solutions: bed underfloor and flexible table.
(project developed as an author architect
and cosntructed in 2007-08 )

facade

2007-08
Architecture. casa fivi. vila nova de cerveira. portugal

general plan

photos from the interior and the 3 different spaces created
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Architecture
2001-2015

3d perspective
Concept
1. develop a new concept for a new stand for
ESTAL company.
2. divide the space in 3 zones to attend the
new costumers.
3. all the stand is constructed with recycled
materials.
(project developed as an architect collaborator for Ventura Llimona arquitectes
constructed in 2010)
elevation

general plan

section

different interior solutions for the stand

2010
architecture. Stand Estal packaging. St feliu. girona. barcelona. Spain

12
Architecture
2001-2015

schemes

Concept
1. restoration of an old allotment project and develop new
tipologies adapted to nowadays.
2. divide the space in 2 zones: green spaces public and
private.
3. develop different solutions for different type of facades.
axonometry

(project developed as an author architect)

facade study - elevations

2012
Architecture. Loteamento 32-85. viana do castelo. portugal

14
Architecture
2001-2015

Interior design

15
Index

2001-2015

Concept
1. develop the interior of the store with different enviroments divide with an featured
wall inspired in the organic molecules.
(project developed as author in 2010)

different interior solutions for the stand

2010
interior design. Show room Circulo Muebles. Valencia. Spain
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Interior design
2001-2015

3D perspective: interior of the store

Concept
1. developed the main concept for retail
franchising store Noelia Nova, a high end
brand for fashion.
2. the idea was to develop a system that
could easily adapt for different spaces. All
the furniture was costumize, inspired in
the bamboos. This structures are movable
and allows the client to change and adapt
his space as much as he want.
(project developed as an as author in
collaboration with Ventura llimona arquitectes in 2010)

3D perspectives: interior of the store and from the main entrance

2012
Interior design. retail franchising store for Noelia Nova.spain. UAE United arab emirates
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Interior design
2001-2015

3D perspectives: lobby and reception

Concept
1. developed the best space plannig for the public areas dividing the space in 3 main zones in the
first floor: lobby/reception; meeting rooms and bar/
restaurant. The second floor we can find the Gym/
swimming pool and also more meeting rooms.
2. develop different solutions to convert the space
more amplious. For that we developed a system of
monig walls that can slide and turn the meeting
rooms as opne space for a venue.
(project developed as an architect collaborator for
BLVD Int inc China and cosntructed in 20 14)

3D perspectives fot the public areas (bar and lobby)

2013-14
interior design. Public areas for the hyatt place.luoyang. China
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Interior design
2001-2015

3D perspectives of the interior of the suite

mood board

Concept
1. developed the best space plannig for the guestrooms
dividing the space in 2 main zones: w.c. and rooms.
2. develop different solutions to convert the space more
amplious,for the best comfort of the room, with the standard furniture developed by the hyatt chain.
Developing of the different types of rooms: Suite and
single rooms.
(project developed as an architect collaborator for BLVD
Int inc China and cosntructed in 20 14)

general plan

3D perspectives of the interior of the single

2013-14
Architecture. casa fivi. vila nova de cerveira. portugal
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Interior design
2001-2015

3D perspectives: brand and creative design area

Concept
1. developed the new concept for
the Alcatel offices in Shenzhen.
the main concept was to divide in
3 zones: creative/product design;
brand design and global design.
2. for each zone we create some
costumize divisions adapted to
each area.
(project developed as author constructed in 2015)

3D perspectives: entrance and global design area

2014-15
interior design. Alcatel one touch offices. Shenzhen. China
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Interior design
2001-2015

mood board B

mood board 1

room 2

20015
Architecture. Apartment ciao. rome. italy

room 1

entrance and window wc
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Interior design
2001-2015

Exibition design

22
Index

2001-2015

elevation

featured wall and floor scale 1/1

elevation longitudinal-A

elevation longitudinal-B

general floor plan

2003
exhibition design. project firal i firalet exhibition in mco. olot . spain
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Exhibitions

2001-2015

floor plan

angles

details

details

photos of detail of the head of triceratops

2007
exhibition design. triceratops exhibition in cosmocaixa. madrid . spain
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Exhibitions

2001-2015

photos of detail the different structures - wood box

elevation longitudinal-A

section 2

general floor plan

section 1

elevation longitudinal-B

photos of detail the different structures - wood box

2009
exhibition design. paper de fumar carlets exhibition in mco. olot. Spain
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Exhibitions

2001-2015

photos of detail the different structures in recycled cardboard box

recycled material - costs 0

concept scheme

photos of detail the different structures on recycled cardboard box

2009
exhibition design. invisible time - experimenta design exhibition in lisbon . Portugal

26
Exhibitions

2001-2015

n

FS
2009

"

flyers of the expo

prototype for poster a1

2011
exhibition design. portugal criativo.jpg exhibition in FAD. Barcelona. Spain

photos of final posters of each artist
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Exhibitions

2001-2015

flyers with photos of the work of each artist

2012
exhibition design. invisible time - experimenta design exhibition in lisbon . Portugal

27
Exhibitions

2001-2015

Composición de pantalla de luz : colores vinculados con paneles

Vista desde fuera

Tipología del Espacio : Sala de exposición
Ubicación :
Col.legi d’Arquitectes
Plaça Nova, 5, 08002,
Fecha de Exposición : 8 de Marzo a 14Vista
de Ad
Fuentes de Luz utilizadas : Spotlights existen

Vista de la exposición con los paneles

Descripción del Proyecto de Iluminación: -se valo
sostenibilidad-( max.300 palabras
La exposición de arquitectura japonesa contem
11.03.11#Nuevos paradigmas - 1 año después del te
de Japón” tuvo lugar del 8 de marzo al 14 de Abril de
d’Arquitectes de Catalunya en Barcelona.
El mes de marzo, cumple un año desde que el gran te
del 11 de Marzo de 2011 azotó a Japón y causó gran d
Tohoku. Las consecuencias de este tsunami son enor
totalidad,vinculados
varios pueblos,
murieron y desap
Composición de pantalla deen
luzsu: colores
con paneles
20.000 personas, causando a todo el mundo unCompo
gran s
podríamos imaginar.

Vista general

D E S P U É S BAJO COSTE
A RVista general
EXPOSICIÓN
C I O
S O BD RE E E X P O Y U S O D E
L
U
Z
TSUNAMI
TIVO
EXISTENTE

11.03.2011
J A P Ó N

→

MATERIAL

R E N A C E R RECICLABLE
I D CE O
A
→R E D C UD BE I EMR T O
A
P E S C A D O
D E V E L A
P A R A
MEMORIAL
11.03.2013

DESPUÉS
D E E X P O

C R E A R
E S PAC I O
ATRACTIVO

→

DIFUNDIR
L
U
Z

→

RENACER
C O M O
CUBIERTA
D E V E L A
P A R A
MEMORIAL
11.03.2013

C
O
N
T R A Z O S
D E
L U Z

Vista
de la exposición con los paneles
Proceso

Vista gd
Vista

N
Z O S
L U Z
Vista general

Vista general

photos of the wood structures and the wool en yarn

C R E A R
BAJO COSTE
EXPOSICIÓN
E S PAC I O
Y USO DE
S O B R E
ATRACTIVO
L
U
Z
TSUNAMI
EXISTENTE
20121 1 . 0 3 . 2 0 1 1
J A design.
P Ó reset#
N 11.03.11 new paradigms exhibition in Coac. Barcelona . spain
exhibition

Compo

DESPUÉS
D E E X P O
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Exhibitions

2001-2015

Competitions
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Index

2001-2015

longitudinal section

3D perspective

general floor plan

2003
competitions. museo del fesol. st pau. girona spain

30
Competitions
2001-2015

transversal section

general floor plan

elevation

2010
competitions. casa patio . luanda . angola
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Competitions
2001-2015

general plan

longitudinal section

schemes

transversal section

3D perspective - entrnce of the main building (bynight)

2011
competitions. museu do carro electrico. porto . portugal
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Competitions
2001-2015

3D perspective - overall structure wooden palets

general plan

longitudinal section

2012
competitions. memory layers - euripean cultural city . guimaraes. portugal
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Competitions
2001-2015

Art instalations
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Index

2001-2015

setting of the sculpture on the entrance of COAC, Bcn

photo of the sculpture on COAC, Bcn

2002
art instalations. sculpture stratosfer for biennal of architecture. venice . italia

final photo of the sculpture on COAC, Bcn

model in real scale 1/1
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Art instalions
2001-2015

detail

overall aspect of the facade

final photo of the intervention (30m high)

2003
art instalations. facade intervention for temp de flors in hotel melia. girona . spain
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Art instalations
2001-2015

final photos of the intervent in the courtyard

detail

2004
art instalations. courtyard ntervention for temp de flors. girona . spain

photo area from the intervention
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Art instalations
2001-2015

concept scheme

finals photos of the intervent in the festival

2009
art instalations. festival eme3 interventian up, down,left right. barcelona. spain
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Art instalations
2001-2015

contacts

arq.francisco.spratley@gmail.com

+33(0)769547504

